Fatality Due to Illusional Beauty Ruling in Strong Vanity Society
“Entirely Deny Anything Visible,but Pursue Who Rules the World from the Depth”
－”Dr Faust” by J.W Goethe－

2019/04/17,18

[１]:Notre-Dame the 9/11 for Catholic Church.
Notre-Dame: Massive fire ravages Paris cathedral
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-47941794
Whether it be criminal or not,it should be 9/11 for Catholic Church.Author don’t know well
about Notre-Dame,however he then remind the French writer Victor Hugo’s novel
“Not re-Dame of Paris”.It is told a love story of ugly man and beautiful Gypsy woman.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DogK2rd-plI
It becomes justly very serious theme of also us now in the upside down world.Because now
we live in unprecedented prosperous material civilization world in mankind history,while we
live also in the upside down world now heading climate hell world by global extermination.
This is nothing,but the deadly problem of what is really beauty and ugly .
It would be no use.Thereby wealthy&etc don’t donate church,but do to children.
https://www.ilsussidiario.net/news/economia-e-finanza/2019/3/15/spy-finanza-greta-thunber
g-e-i-grandi-affari-dietro-gli-scioperi-sul-clima/1859212/
Because Paris agreement=2015 is fatal fake to cause once again destruction of the church.
They don’t admit fatal Arctic Methane Risk.Then really which do God wish ??
The Bible,Ephesians.
6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers,against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness
in high places.Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
Operation EndGame.
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” to live
forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX JONES

reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
[２]:The Essential Cause of Having Become the Upside Down World.
“In strong vanity society,people become difficult to admit their failure”.
☞:Exactly telling,above is not sufficient,but we must consider also being of strong global
mind operation caused by CIA the NAZIS reincarnated in USA after the war..

Especially industry revolution with remarkable technology evolution had turned the world
unprecedented prosperous in material civilization especially in white WESTERN WORLD.
Once basic livelihood had been realized,they were to seek more gorgeous life way in
vanity competition.In vanity society,people become difficult to admit their failure.
https://www.aconsciousrethink.com/4228/dark-dangerous-side-modern-day-vanity/
Note most of advancing nations,they have been constructing higher buildings in city,
as if they have been competing with each others.
That is,we have been doing wrong toward even causing own destruction,but not try to
correct toward righteous deeds.As the consequence,righteousness is to have turned to
wrong.It is nothing but realizing upside down world.
⑴ “If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn’t we have to turn it

over to get it to stand up straight?”...........Eduardo Galeano,
http://upsidedownworld.org/
In domestic America,they say democracy with justice,truth and humanity,while in abroad,
they have been exploiting and suppressing with injustice,fake and violence by greedy,
⑵ Prince Philip - “If I were reincarnated I would...be...as a killer virus..."

https://nwo.fandom.com/wiki/Prince_Philip_-_%E2%80%9CIf_I_were_reincarnated_I_
would...be...as_a_killer_virus...%22

“Revolution is more terrible than defeating war“.
..Prime minister Konoe Fumimaro the emperor family member at that war time.
This is the wicked spirit in high place who caused 20million war death toll in Asia.Now they
still has been top emperor position by upside down policy of occupation USA GHQ.
⑶"Only the small secrets need to be protected. The largest are kept by

Public Incredulity,.....Marshall McLuhan(1911-1980)
http://www.syti.net/Topics2.html
Then top example may be Climate Change now heading Global Extermination !!.

⑷Narrow local view of expertised various high technologies(from consumer goods to
military technology)are now ruling unprecedented material civilization in the world.But we
can not be aware and realize global saving technology of Climate Fixing.
*Climate disasters seems increasing and becoming more wild in recent years,while climate
scientists will not warn more intensely.What is happened in their society ??.
*Debts in private and public is very serious problem,while {0=Total Debts－Total Bonds}
the zero sum theorem in finance has been neglecting.
*Automatic driving technology become topics,but it is security supporting apparatus that is
imminent for all drivers at now.
⑸People become political idiot due to strong game of greedy economy.
THE PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION
http://xroads.virginia.edu/~ma01/Kidd/thesis/pdf/protocols.pdf

PROTOCOL No. 4；WE SHALL DESTROY GOD
4. In order to give the GOYIM no time to think and take note, their minds must be diverted
towards industry and trade. Thus, all the nations will be swallowed up in the pursuit of gain
and in the race for.it will not take note of their common foe. But again, in order that freedom
may once for all disintegrate and ruin the communities of the GOYIM, we must put industry
on a speculative basis: the result of this will be that what is withdrawn from the land by
industry will slip through the hands and pass into speculation, that is, to our classes.

☞:Business(economy)is indispensable deed to live,thereby we can not stop those.
However it is also those that has been causing our extinction in coming era.
*The origin of the protocol might be agenda of the secret society illuminaty
It is told that a crooked heresy Judaism sect employed Frankism which pursue decaying of
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frankism
the world by conspiracy in order to establish Messiah world at the last.Also secret society
Skull & Bones derived from illuminaty employed similar idea.
Following are agenda for decaying world by various conspiracy methods.
https://www.michaeljournal.org/articles/world-government/item/pawns-in-the-game

Pawns In The Game;By William Guy Carr (1895-1959)
http://www.lovethetruth.com/books/pawns/toc.htm

☞:

⑹A horrible national betraying organization against Tax Payer the nation people.

The History of the CIA
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-history-of-the-cia/5566699
Valentine’s most important observations about the nature and structure of CIA action are:

1:The CIA is a class-based organisation. Its membership and its mission are dedicated to
defending the dominance of the predominantly US corporate elite, based on the ideology of
capitalism and white supremacy.
Not only CIA,also police is security guard of evil ruler against good mass people.
⑺9/11(and 3/11)were conspired by NAZIS USA,but not Muslim.
It is completely upside down that Muslim are criminal,but victim their nations had become
horrible bomb target destroyed with massive refugee.Real criminal are Bush administration
with secret US troop who manipulated airplane attacking the twin towers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TW6I-mJL4nc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFRZZ2k2iGk
http://www.consensus911.org/
⑻Scientists can not turn into their recognition on being of Nothing Law.
After all,noting law is breaking down of CAUSALITY LAW the kernel of science general.
Also people becomes very hard to turn their mass recognition on common sense.Long
history of scientists task is entirely and only pursuing nature’s law. However the world is
composed from two of non-contradiction world(physical law) and contradiction one
(nothing law)due to LOGIC.Then Nothing law dominate creation of this universe from
nothing and physical vacuum world of Almighty.This is nothing,but logical validity of
Religion.Thus readers could get satisfactory recognition on SCIENCE vs RELIGION.
*A Judaism believer told that a religion genuine is proved by realizing Miracle,which is
considered outlaw of science in general.Creation of universe from nothing is evidently break
down of causality law,and prophecy by heavenly revelation is miracle the outlaw.
Thus nothing law is invisible,but real in its miracle results.
*Once author was atheists,but had turned to theist by above finding,The he learned the Bible,
Al Quran,and some Buddhism sutra,which made he to notice treasure knowledge on humanity.

⑼It’s not easy going people,but hard and intellectual ones had destructed the world.
It is they who had caused chaotic now world.They are enough intellectual and hard worker
to accomplish unprecedented prosperity of material civilization with outstanding military
power.It is so to say an excess doing or evolution causing outrageous contradictory global
collapsing.If they were enough lazy in business,but passionate with art and entertainment,
the world never have become so.Highest pride they can not admit causing climate decay
now heading toward global extinction.Any animal endeavor to survive,while some mankind
endeavor to cause own perishing at now !!.
⑽After all,mankind does not know on the deadly reality of own-self.
Now they had established so called outstanding knowledge collection of science(technology)
which made them arrogant with higher pride,but they can not intercept own perishing due to
those arrogance.Arthur Koestler once warned a fatal deficiency in mankind brain structure.
Only mankind is cruel and brutal war animal,while other animal never make racial war.
Modern mankind history revealed increasing larger massacre wars as time goes on.
In current massive trend,the last stage would be climate war as global exterminating.
Mankind never evolve,but degenerate in its essence.They can not do only one matter
which has been being warned in the Bible.It is repentance to do correct own failures.
⑾Overflowing information has been making no thinking mankind.
⒜This was mentioned in ⑷.Intellectual experts are ignorant on the outer wide fields.This is
to cause fatal difficulty of Total Systematic Recognition.Climate Policy Making is justly typical
⒝People now has become awfully idiotic by explosive boom of smart phone information,
almost of which are trivial gossips,but not essential information destinying own future.
In other words,suppressing speach and writing is illegal,so massive noisy information now
has been destroying thinking ability of people.Visualization is to intercept people’s thinking.
A shocking photo can take away all peoples mind at once toward insidious mind operation.
⒞SNS(social net work system)could be effective by some wise utility.On the other hand,
traditional face to face communication is decisive to make strong trust between people.
⒟There are massive population of intellectual people in education institutions(teachers and
professors with students).They are also free from heavy ordinal Business Load.
Then do they debate on own destiny determined by Climate Going ?
⒠Climate problem is troublesome for keeping business as usual,however leaving the
problem would cause disasters to own business in someday.Then do they not debate the
problem within own circle ?.
Thus you could have seen really crooked ugly upside down world

[３]:Making Global Unite toward urgent Establishing Climate Wartime Regime
It is not too Late !!
http://777true.net/People-can-Call-for-Climate-Scientists-Fact-Diagnosis-toward-Actual-Salvation.pdf

(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.
Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward
rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.
Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020 ,Lester R. Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf

Cut Carbon Emissions 80% by 2020
https://sites.google.com/site/cutcarbonemissions80by2020/home
The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now
aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide, CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.

2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

APPENDIX-1:The Method Employed at here by Author.
Simply to tell,it is not to mention his opinion,but citations from others and derived results
from equations in logic,physics,etc(in science and technology).Especially as for ideology
and political problem of how to live,or in what way we should live,he consider most those
problems had already been written in the holy scriptures. Then some may oppose religion.
APPENDIX-2:The Supreme Equality Realization by Principle “Anything at All Could Be !”

In this actual world,some are born to be happy,while the others are born to be unhappy.It is
certainly realization of inequality in God.Thereby those unhappy are to oppose God.As for
this problem,the Bible seems rather insufficient.Thereby atheists has been accusing on.
However author could have found a supplemental answer for it in so called Panya(Heat)
Sutra in Buddhism.Even though the explanations seems also insufficient or not correct.
Note you could not directly understand what is rather crooked and described in belows.
“There is no xyz” is upside down,but there are everything at all.
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58d013bbe58c6272b30dad0b/t/59b04a9fd55b41f0f3
33b554/1504725663797/Heart-Sutra-in-English-text1.pdf
So far as authors survey,it is entirely a logic.If there were something negative,also there
must be something affirmative. Anything has both aspect of negative and affirmative,such as
death vs life,dark vs light,and joy vs sad.That is anything at all can be in the world.Or this is
Nothing Law the Complete Wisdom＝Emptiness.This is rather anarchy ideology.However
it is also supreme realization of EQUALITY. Note Nothing Law＝Almighty(God).
Also note the sutra describes secular world is upside down delusional one,thereby apart
from it,you should dwells in Nirvana(spiritual liberty world).It is without political struggle
against the upside down world(ruled by Satan the God opposer).
☞:Translation on the hidden Last Phrase ”gate gate paragate parasamgate bodhi svaha”
”Be blessed who goes and comes between this and the other world”.
They are messenger with the revelation message(the Heart Sutra) from the other world.
The other world is empty one of vacuum world with nothing law(Almighty=God).
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
☞

:遠藤誠,般若心経,現代書館,1984,Tokyo.

